In the axiomatic Hubert space setting of Dirichlet spaces Beurling and Deny have shown that equivalence of definitions of the two above types leads to a rich capacity theory. In this article all of these results are extended to the family of Banach-Dirichlet (BD) spaces, i.e., uniformly convex Banach spaces of (equivalence classes of) functions satisfying the Dirichlet space axioms. This is accomplished by using a capacity of the first type in the BD space D, and of the second type in the dual space D f . THEOREM The reader will be aided by familiarity with [6] . Some definitions therein will be reiterated in § 2.
1Φ Preliminary lemmas concerning certain Banach spaces* Let {Ei} ieI be a nonvoid family of nonvoid subsets of a set A. DEFINITION 1.1. The family {Ei} ieI is directed downward by inclusion if for each pair i, j e I there exists k e I with E k c E t Π E 5 .
The family {E { } is also called a filter base. (
ii) If B is uniformly convex and for each ie I, x t is the unique element of minimum norm of E i9 then the net {Xi} ieI is Cauchy and x = lim ieI Xi is the unique element of minimum norm of E.
Proof. Since each E { is convex and family is directed upward by containment, \JEi is convex. Thus H = \JE t is the closed convex hull of \JEi. Given ε > 0 there exists iel and zeE ζ with ||cc[[ Î ! z [| -ε ^ || Xi\\ -ε, so || x\\ •= ϊnf {|| a?* || \iel} and Lemma 1.4 applies.
2.
Review of definitions and basic facts* Much of the below is expanded upon in [6] .
A
normal contraction T: R -> R of the line verifies T(0) = 0 and I T(x) -T(y) I ^ I x -y \ . A duality map S:N-*N'
of a smooth normed linear space iVto its dual is the unique map satisfying \\S(u) \\ = | [ u|! and | (u, S(u) The measure associated with f is μ and μ generates f. Write / = u μ , or in case μ -g ξ, write /'= u 9 . A potential f satisfies (1) where μ need not be positive.
3* Capacity and dual capacity of open sets* Throughout the remainder of this article it is assumed that F(X, ζ) is uniformly convex and verifies axiom (a). (ii) The capacity of ω is a nonnegative real number or + co given by capω = inf {\\u\\ \ue^ω} .
(iii) If %f ω Φ 0, the unique element of minimum norm of ^ω is called the capacitary element associated with co.
Using axiom (a) it is easy to show ^ω is closed and convex, thus (iii) follows. In case ^ω -0,
For open ωaX, the set P ω c F' is the closure of the set of pure potentials u f where / ^ 0 is a bounded measurable function with compact support contained in α>, and with \ fdζ -1.
It is immediate that P ω is closed and convex. DEFINITION 3.3 . For open ω c X, the dual capacity of ω is ίsup{l/||s|||*eP ω } for P ω Φ 0 dualcap co = \ (0 for P ω = 0 (Convention 1/0 = +00.)
REMARK. Definitions 3.1 and 3.3 are slightly different from their analogs used by Deny [4] . The change is required by technical problems due to the weaker assumptions. The change is not serious since it is clear that sets of zero exterior capacity are the same with either definition. Further, the exterior capacity herein is a true capacity in the sense of Brelot [2] , (see § 4). LEMMA In the proof of the following theorem it will be made clear that ς(ω) = 0 entails cap ω = 0 for open ω. Let T:F r -> F denote the duality map. Since F is uniformly convex, F f is smooth so T is unique. Proof. Case 1. ξ(ω) = 0. Here 0 e F is Ξ> 1 a.e. ξ on ft) so cap ω = 0; any bounded measurable function / supported by ω verifies \fdξ = 0, so P ω = 0, thus dualcapω = 0. Hence capo) = dualcapω.
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In preparation for Cases 2 and 3, suppose ξ(ω) > 0. Let Kaω be compact with ξ{K) > 0. Then /= l/i(K)-I κ is an element of P ω , so P ω Φ 0. Since P ω is closed and convex and F' is reflexive, it follows that P ω has at least one element of minimum norm. Denote by E the set of all such elements. Let v e E and consider T(v) 
The limit exists by smoothness of F' and the inequality holds because (1 -t)v + tu f eP ω by convexity and the fact that \\v\\ is minimal over P ω . Thus for all such u f e P ω ,
This inequality implies (2) (Tv)(x) ^ il i; || 2 a.e. fonα). (ii) For any increasing sequence of sets {E n }, lim cap e E n = cap e Q E n .
ξ(ω)
>
%->co 71 = 1
(iii) For any decreasing sequence of compact sets {K n },
These are precisely the three conditions which must be verified in order that cap, be true capacity; it then follows that Z-analytic subsets of (/-compact sets in X are capacitable, see [2, Chapter I part II] and [3, Chapter VI] . In this section (i) and (iii) are indicated for cap,. That (ii) holds is shown in § 7. 
The notion "continuity on the right" is due to Choquet [3, pp. 147, 174] . The following lemma is from [2, p. 12 
(ii) Corollary 1. Proof. From the family of all open supersets of E with finite capacity, one uses an easy induction argument to construct a decreasing sequence {ω n } with the property cap, E = lim cap ω n . The result follows by Lemma 5.4. For the purposes of the next corollary, we assume ξ(E Π K) -0 for all compact K implies ξE = 0.
Proof. Let {ω n }, {w Λ } be as in Lemma 5.5. Then lim %" = %£.
Let K a E be compact. Axiom (a) assures lim^co I \u n -u E \dζ = 0.
Thus for some subsequence u m , lim u m -u E pointwise a.e. ξ on K. But i£ m ^ 1 a.e. <J on ω n , and hence a.e. ξ on K. In view of the fact that cap e is increasing, for any EaX if sup {cap* K\ Ez) K compact} = + oo, then cap e E = + oo, so 1? is capacitable. Thus it suffices to consider open ω satisfying sup {cap e K \ ω z) iΓ compact} < oo. Using Lemmas 1.3 and 3.4 and Corollary 5.6, a proof similar to that given by Deny [4, pp 1-05, 1-06] for the Hubert space case will suffice. 6* Denumerable sub-additivity of cap and cap e * In this section and the remainder of the article we assume that the uniformly convex space F(X, ξ) satisfies axiom (c) as well as axiom (a). In this section the normal contraction "modulus", i.e., u->\u\ 9 is the only contraction needed, so the full strength of axiom (c) is not required. REMARK. It is the last inequality in the above proof which makes our modified definition of capacity desirable. Proof. Since f = g a.e. ζ implies / -g ^ 0 a.e. ξ and g -/ <; 0 a.e. ξ, Proposition 7.3 gives f-g^O q.e. and g-ft^O q.e., so f=g q.e. DEFINITION 7.5 . An element ueF is continuous if u has a continuous representative. LEMMA 
Let u denote any continuous representative of a continuous element of F and \\u\\ the norm of that element of F. Then for any a > 0, cap {x I u(x) > a > 0} ^ || u \\/a .
NOTE. In [4] , the right hand side of the above inequality is \\u\\ 2 /a 2 , due to the different definition of capacity. At this point axiom (b) is assumed. Consequently, from here on we will be concerned with a uniformly convex BD space, D(X, ξ). Observe that because axiom (b) requires ζ to be dense in X, i.e., ξ(ft>) > 0 for nonvoid open ft), each continuous ue D has exactly one continuous representative, which is also denoted u. PROPOSITION 
Every ueD has a quasi-continuous representative (q = c rep).
Proof. By axiom (b) there exists a sequence {u k } in ^ Π D converging to u. By passing to a subsequence we may assume (4) Σ2 fc ||% + i-^ll < + ~ .
fc = l
For each k = 1, 2, put as j -> oo cap, (Π ^>i) = 0asa result, so ζ(Π α>i) = 0.
Clearly {%(#)} is a convergent sequence of reals for x e X -ΠΓ=i ω i Put (lim%*(») for a el-Π ω i
(0 for xefiω, .
The convergence u k -• w* is uniform on the complement of any ω 3 , so u* is continuous there; thus u* is quasi-continuous since cap ω 3 --> 0. Finally, if w denotes any representative otueD, we show u* = u a.e. f. It suffices to show that for all j, u* -u a.e. ξ on X -o) 3 . To this end, let / be a bounded measurable function with compact Proof. Let ueD satisfy the hypothesis, and u* be a q = c rep of u. By adjusting w* on a set of exterior capacity zero and observing that lim % (1 + (l/ri))u = w and <%f E is closed, we see that the lemma will be proved if we assume u* >1 everywhere on E, ^ 0 a.e. f on X, and show w e ^E. Proof. By axiom (c), the capacitary element associated with an open set is ^0 a.e. ξ. Thus in the notation of Lemma 5.5, limu n = u E and u n ^ 0 a.e.f. Axiom (a) assures that the cone of nonnegative elements in D is closed. Therefore, u E ;> 0 a.e. ξ.
Let u E *, u n * be q -c reps of u E , u n respectively, n = 1, 2, . By Proposition 7.3, u n * ^ 1 a.e. ζ on co n implies u n * ^ 1 q.e. on ω n . Proposition 7.9 implies u E *(x) = lim k u n}c *(x) q.e., so u E * ^ 1 q.e. on THEOREM 7.12. The set function cap e is a true capacity.
Proof. In view of Propositions 4.3 and 4.6, it remains to show that cap e verifies condition (ii) for a true capacity (see § 4). Let a sequence {E n } of sets verify E n c E n+1 , n = 1, 2, and put E = U"=i E n . Clearly cap e E :> lim w cap, E n . We prove the reverse inequality.
If lim % cap e E n = + oo, equality holds. Assume cap e E n^ M < + °°f or n -1,2, . Lemma 7.11 assures u % ^> 0 a.e. ζ where u n denotes the exterior capacitary element associated with E n . Put <%s = f|"=i ^Λ Since {^J is increasing, {^EJ is decreasing; further || u n \\ = cap e j &» î kf Thus Lemma 1.3 applies: u -\imu n is the unique element of minimum norm of ^/. Observe that u ^> 0 a.e. ζ since w Λ ^> 0 a.e. ί. If u n * is a g = c rep of t& n , by applying Lemma 7.11 and adjusting u«* on a set of exterior capacity zero, we assume u n * ^ 1 everywhere on E n . Proposition 7.9 assures u* = lim^^^.* q.e., so u* ^ 1 q.e. on E = \J k E %k . Thus by Lemma 7.10, u e %S E , so cap.JS' = inf {ll^jl | ve^E} ^\\u\\ = limcape^ .
8.
Conditions under which ξ(E) = 0 implies cap e (E) -0* In this section and the next we investigate the nature of sets of exterior capacity zero. In this section a connection is made with quasi-continuous functions; § 9 deals with measures μ e D r . The results of this section were motivated in part by the work of Thomas [7] ; it is not hard to show that the union of the equivalence classes of a space F{X, ζ) which is reflexive and satisfies axioms (a) and (c) forms a semi-norm space if (JSΓ, p) of [7] .
To emphasize that "cap e E = 0" depends on the functions in D(X, ξ) and not merely on ξ, we give two brief examples of BD spaces over the same measure space but with diverse notions of capacity. In both examples X = (0,1), ζ is Lebesgue measure, and 1 <p < <χ>. 
= \ u'\'dζ<
Here the prime denotes derivative which may be taken in the ordinary sense in the case of the absolutely continuous representatives, or generally taken in the sense of distributions.
That D is a BD space is an easy exercise. We show any open interval o) = (a, b) with 0 < a < b < 1 verifies cap ω > 2 1/2) , from which it follows that cap, E ^ 2 1!p for all nonvoid Ea(0,l). In fact, let ue%S ω , i.e., ueD, u^l on (α, &). (Here we are actually considering the absolutely continuous representative of u.) Then
Here the variation Vo(u) ^ 1 since u(a) ^ 1 and lim^^o u(x) = 0. Simi-
Jb
It is clear from this example that ξE = 0 does not generally imply cap e E -0. Conversely, Corollary 5.6 assures cap e E = 0 does entail ξE = 0. The next proposition gives one condition under which ξE = 0 and cap e E = 0 are equivalent. We consider a uniformly convex BD space D(X, ξ), and the indicator I E for EaX.
(In Propositions 8. 3 and 8.4 it is assumed that ξ(E Π K) = 0 for all compact K implies ξE -0; thus Corollary 5.6 applies.) PROPOSITION We have ξE -0 so the hypothesis entails cap e E = 0. Thus, u = u* q.e., so u is quasi-continuous because u* is.
Sufficiency. If ?2£ = 0, then I E is a representative of 0 € D, so by hypothesis I^ is quasi-continuous. Proposition 8.3 applies. 9* Sets of exterior capacity zero and pure potentials* It has been shown in previous sections that, roughly speaking, sets of zero capacity are smaller than sets of f-measure zero: cap e E = 0 implies ξE = 0. In this section we consider the question "how small is a set of zero exterior capacity?" More precisely, we give the following analog to a classical result: cap e E = 0 iff E is cap e -capacitable and μE = 0 for all pure potentials 
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The next lemma shows that the supremum can be taken over a smaller set. We use the normal contraction T ε :R->R defined for ε > 0 by (7) μ(ω) ^ || 2^ || cap ω .
In fact, by Lemma 9.1,
If capω = + °°, the inequality holds. Assume cap ω < + °o, let ue D denote the capacitary element associated with ω; then I ω ^ u a.e. f. Since u μ is a positive form on D, we have for any φ e Γ (see Lemma 9»1),
Taking the supremum over all μ(φ), ψ e Γ, inequality (7) is proved. Now, assume cap, E = 0. Since cap, K = 0 for all compact Kcz E f it is immediate that £7 is capacitable. By definition, 0 = cap e E = inf {cap ω\ Eaω open} .
By (7)
μ{E) = inf {μ(ω) \ Eaω open} <; 11 ^/ ( 11 inf {cap ω\ E aω open} = 0 for all pure potentials ^/ f . 10• Quasi-continuous representatives and pure potentials* In this section we indicate that by considering only the quasi-continuous representatives from each equivalence class [u] e D, we get a "refined" space of equivalence classes of functions, the new equivalence relation being equality q.e. rather than equality a.e. ς. An application of Theorems 9.3 and 10.1 give the important Corollary 10.2. Every representative in the "refined" space is measurable and summable with respect to any measure generating a pure potential and the "correct" integral formula holds. Our measure theoretic notation follows that of [5, § §4.5,4.6] Proof. Refer to Proposition 7.7; we show that u* constructed in that proof verifies (i) and (ii). We have where u μ is an arbitrary pure potential. The last quantity tends to zero as k increases because (9) Σ2*||tt*+i-^ll < + oo .
Further, since ω ό = U"=i e^> we have μ{ω 3 ) ^ Σ~= i μ(e k ) which tends to zero as j increases by (8) does not hold in general unless μ is absolutely continuous with respect to ξ. However, we can select any quasi-continuous representative u* of u and the formula does hold, not just for one μ, but for all μ simultaneously.
